Tired of Sitting on the Sidelines While Other
Entrepreneurs and Small Business Owners Profit
From The Business Building Phenomenon
Known as Social Media Marketing?
Does Your Business Need Help Getting and
Keeping New Customers?
Are Your Customers Not Staying Around
As Long As You’d Like?
Can You Count the Number of Referrals
You Get on One Hand?
Would You Like to Get Substantially More
Profitable Repeat Business?
Well, I Have Some Answers For You, But it
Requires You NOT To Be a

Social Media Pansy!

If You’re Like Many Entrepreneurs Who Know
They Should Be Using Social Media Marketing But
Fear a Constant Struggle For Good Ideas And
Engaging Content, This Could Be The Most
Important Letter You Read!
You’re about to read what may be the most important information you’ll read this
year about growing your business, boosting your profits, and getting (and keeping) more
customers for life. I also guarantee that you’ll find this report both enlightening,
entertaining, and, perhaps life changing!
Based on my 30 years’ experience marketing and growing businesses with customer
newsletters, both for my previous employers and my hundreds of clients in eight countries,
I’m 100% confident that if you follow my advice and suggestions, and choose not be a
social media pansy, you will see more profits and customers for life in your business – no
matter what business you’re in!

PANSY ALERT: There’s one thing that you need to know up front about social media. It is not a quick fix.
You cannot simply tweet once and expect your business to transform overnight. Based on my extensive
experience, and the anecdotal evidence of my hundreds of customers and clients, it takes between six
and nine months to see positive results. However, once you begin to see the positive impact social media
will have on your business, I know you will not stop. In fact, you won’t be able to stop! I boldly and
confidently predict your social media will become your most powerful marketing weapon! So please don’t
be a ‘social media pansy’ and stop after only trying a few methods. You’d be better off not starting at all.

Why Every Entrepreneur
and Small Business Owner Must Use
Social Media Marketing
The Internet is loaded with articles, blogs and personal thoughts about the value and importance
of social media for startups, entrepreneurs and small businesses. Almost everybody endorses the fact that

social media marketing should be adopted by all smart business owners irrespective the scale of their
ventures. Yet many still are sitting on the sidelines.
With Facebook’s popularity rivaling Google itself, it is prudent decision to spend some quality
time networking and be present on the social media band so as to make your presence felt.

What Future Does Social Media Marketing Hold For Entrepreneurs?
There’s so much potential in social media, from the basics like getting traffic, getting attention,
and building strong relationships with customers, clients, patients, and prospects that weren’t even
possible 10-15 years ago. At the end of the day, you can connect with people without necessarily being
local to them.
Social media marketing is mostly free (but there’s a time commitment) and can do wonders for
your business. It would be silly to overlook this gold mine of opportunity to really get your business and
your brand out there.

PANSY ALERT: While you continue to sit on the sidelines wondering whether social
media marketing is right for your business, other businesses are building large lists of
prospective customers, developing stronger more profitable relationships with their
current customers, gaining valuable feedback, and increasing their profits. Sitting on the
sidelines is not only misguided, it’s potentially robbing your business of new customers,
clients, and patients - and higher profits. Social media marketing works and the sooner
you engage and take advantage of this low to no cost marketing strategy, the more
profitable your business will be.

A Quick Confession!
Before I continue I need to confess something. I did not immediately embrace social media either.
A few years ago I resisted this new strategy and despite the mounting evidence and proof, I too sat on the
sidelines probably thinking the same thing you’re thinking now: “I’m already extremely busy; social
media is a waste of time; and, I just don’t need one more thing to do!”
Thankfully some good friends and smart marketers convinced me to give it a try and add it to my
marketing program and I can’t tell you how grateful I am that I did.

The new connections and powerful relationships I’ve developed through social media have not
only greatly benefited my business, but social media marketing has also significantly contributed to my
bottom line!
That’s right: you can increase your profits with social media.

“We're doing business in a noisy place. Planet Earth has marketing messages from
every direction and if you're not part of the conversation, then you are invisible.
Leveraging online and offline social networks like Jim does so effectively is the only way
to be heard and seen among our hyper-connected society.
Be talking to your prospects, be talking with your audience and, just as importantly, be
talked about!”
Carrie Wilkerson
The Barefoot Executive
www.BarefootExecutive.TV

Why You Should Listen To Me
I’ve been successfully using social media marketing to grow my businesses for the last three years
and the more I get involved, the more my business profits. My current social media marketing strategy
includes the following:


Facebook profile page (nearly 5000 friends)



Facebook fan page (2600 fans, or “likes”)



A Twitter page (30,000+ followers)



LinkedIn (over 500 contacts)



A company blog



My own YouTube channel



I host a weekly WebTV show called Newsletter Guru TV

It is the combination of all of these social media platforms that have helped me double the size of my
business in 2010, yes, even during the recession! Social media marketing works!

I realize that a comprehensive social media marketing program may all sound like a lot of work,
and without the proper help and system, it can be somewhat overwhelming.
But no longer!
With my exclusive No Hassle Social Media System you not only get a step-by-step blueprint, but
I’ve also removed the constant struggle and need to be a creative content generator! I literally give you
everything you need!

For the last few years I’ve watched in awe as Jim Palmer has effectively used video,
Facebook, and Twitter to build his business. He is both informative and engaging and a
great example how to market to customers and prospects by focusing on giving great
information on marketing and business building information.
Anyone that is not currently profiting from social media marketing should study Jim's
real-world example and discover the right ways to use social media in their business.
Mike Capuzzi
Creator, CopyDoodles®
www.MikeCapuzzi.com

Now I want to share with you just seven of the many
proven ways social media will help your business grow.

While Social Media has been around for a while now it is just now hitting the mainstream media
so everywhere you turn someone else is singing its praises. Are you sitting on the fence and wondering
whether this is something you want to try? If so, here are 7 important reasons that should help convince
you to jump in and get your feet wet.
1. It levels the playing field between the solo-entrepreneur or small business person and the big boys.
Since the currency of social media is time instead of money it is a very economical way to get your word
out when you are short on cash for your marketing budget.

2.

It gives you access to people you would never get a chance to talk to under any other circumstances.

CEOs of large corporations and even our president have communicated with individuals on Twitter and
Facebook. In fact there are lots of people who believe that his savvy use of social media was one of the
reasons he was elected.
3.

It allows you to show your customers you really care. You can set up alerts for your business and

personal name and then monitor anything that is said on the Social networking sites about you or your
products and services. You can thank people for compliments and if there is a problem you can respond
quickly.

"If you aren't using social media to build visibility, gain credibility and generate leads
you're missing out on connecting and engaging with some of your best current and
future customers. And to get started with - or get better at - social media marketing, I
highly recommend you watch how Jim Palmer does it. He always impresses me with
finding "trivia" and every day events most people overlook and turns them into
opportunities to create social media buzz for himself. Every time I see something from
Jim I get new ideas how to use Facebook, video marketing, and newsletters in new, fun,
creative ways to stand out from the crowd. Thanks, Jim!"
Adam Urbanski
Millionaire Marketing Mentor®
4.

It breaks down barriers of space and time. You will be able to develop relationships with people

all over the world. Your marketplace can be global.
5.

It gives everyone an equal voice even the shy or introverted person who normally stays more on the

sidelines. In fact that person may actually do better on social media that the extrovert who shoots from the
hip and puts out a post before they have a chance to think it through.
6.

It allows the entrepreneur or small business person to do invaluable market research so they can

offer just the products their target market is looking for. If you pay attention and listen to what your
market is talking about you can give them what they actually want instead of what you think they want.
7.

If you are passionate about your products or services you definitely need to use Social Media to

let your passion shine. As others feel your passion they will naturally be drawn to your blog site where
you can showcase your products and services and more importantly they will know, like and trust you so
they will be pre-qualified for the products or services you provide.

PANSY ALERT: There are all kinds of excuses that will stop you from using social
media before you even start. But first, I’ll tell you what doesn’t stop most business
owners: it’s not the time it takes to post a blog, a post on Facebook or Twitter. It’s not
the time it takes to shoot and upload a quick video, either. What stops most from
starting this phenomenal marketing and business building tool can be summed up in
two words: ideas and content. That’s it! Most small business owners are already so
busy running their business and the thought of constantly coming up with new ideas
seems daunting – not to mention creating good, engaging content that their customers
will enjoy. All of these excuses are a recipe for a social media plan left dead in the
water. What’s YOUR excuse?

Jim Palmer’s 80/20 Rule of Marketing
No doubt you’ve heard of the 80/20 rule that says 80% of your profits come from 20% of your
customers. I believe that and so should you, it’s the truth. I contend that smart entrepreneurs and business
owners should focus more of their marketing time and resources on nurturing and growing the customer
relationships that they already have, instead of constantly trying to acquire new customers. It costs more
and takes longer to acquire and sell to a new customer than it does to sell more to current customers.
Most businesses spend the majority of their marketing time and resources trying to acquire new
customers. That makes no sense. It is so much easier and quicker to sell more to your current customers.

In the six months since meeting Jim Palmer, I’ve subscribed to his newsletter, become a
Facebook fan and have enjoyed many episodes of Newsletter Guru TV.
Jim is an excellent marketer and savvy businessman. In an age where these mediums
are being dominated by the youth of today, Jim is an example of what is possible to us
baby boomers who want to take our business to the next level!
Jim has skillfully used social media marketing to capture his audience, grow his
business and mentor and coach his clients. Working with Jim, I’ve learned the power of
video and the importance of having a social media marketing strategy in place to stay
competitive in today’s marketplace.
Susie Miller, MA, MDiv
Life Success Strategist & Wellness Coach
www.susiemiller.com

So the right thing to do is to spend a majority of your marketing dollars continuing to grow and
maximize the profitability of these existing customer relationships. You already have an established
relationship with your current customers, and they have already purchased from you. This means they
find value in what you’re selling and they trust you. This is a huge hurdle that we all have to overcome
when we are prospecting for new customers—a hurdle that you’ve already overcome with your current
customers.
So now that you’ve gone to the time, effort, and expensive of acquiring these customers, the right
thing to do for your business is to maximize the profitability of your customer relationships.

Integrating Social Media into Your Work Schedule
One of the common complaints about having to use social media is that it can take up a
significant part of your day. That can be true, but only if you let it. I believe that you can have a highly
effective social media marketing program for about an hour per day, less if you use technology and some
virtual assistants.
Of course, my program No Hassle Social Media makes profiting from social media marketing
much easier!
Here are a few simple rules that can help you.
Choose a select few social media sites. There’s not enough time in the day for regularly using more than
a few sites. For the most part you want to work with a blog, Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, and YouTube
(or your own video blog).
Try to have a fixed schedule. Try to set aside certain times that you schedule your social media
activities, just like you would for other tasks such as email.
Keep building. My network is always growing, though it’s faster on some services than others.
Ask for referrals. If you don’t know someone but someone else you know does, ask the latter for a
referral. It’s done offline, so why not online?

I highly recommend Jim Palmer and his social media marketing strategies. Jim’s use of
video, regular blog posts and his steady stream of Facebook posts are not only
entertaining, but a great example of how to attract customers and prospects by proving
a continuous stream of content that is educational and entertaining.
It’s no wonder he maxed out on his friends and his videos are so popular!
If you’re interested in growing your list of prospects and engaging your customers, I
highly recommend using Jim’s proven formula and become a client today!
Robert Deraco
Founder and CEO, Synapse Marketing Solutions
www.synapseresults.com

Entrepreneurs Gain Serious Benefits From Social Media Marketing
Entrepreneurs can gain three serious benefits by tapping into the power of social media:
Visibility: When businesses establish a presence on the Internet and actively use social media tools, they
become more visible to both current and potential customers.
Awareness: When entrepreneurs make the effort to find and meet their customers on social networking
sites, entrepreneurs are able to keep abreast of what people are saying about their business. Whatever
people are saying, good or bad, the entrepreneurs can be part of the conversation.
Relevance: Social media is a great way for entrepreneurs of all ages to stay current and keep their finger
on the pulse of the business world. Information about new tools and trends is readily available.
Entrepreneurs can move quickly to modify products and services to cater to changing needs of their
customers. In other words, social media makes it easier to stay current.
Social media tools are more than just new communication tools – when entrepreneurs harness the people
power behind the tools to connect with customers in the right way, small businesses grow and reputations
are made.

PANSY ALERT: An active social media plan helps you stay top-of-mind with your
current customers. Your regularly updated posts will instantly put you in the mind of
your customers. After seeing your social media activity on a consistent basis, your
customers actually begin to look forward to reading what you have to say and seeing
what tips and stories you are sharing with them. Post after post reinforces your
relationship with your customers. It makes your fence stronger. It also gives you a way
to tell current customers about products and services you provide that they may not
know about. So there you have it—I simply can’t say it any more clearly! An active
social media plan is smart. Not having one, no matter what business you’re in, is simply
being a social media pansy.

Okay Jim, Where Do I Begin With
Social Media Marketing?
In my opinion, a company blog should be the main focus of your social media marketing
campaign. Blogging has many benefits but the main reason for regularly posting information to your blog
is to connect with customers and prospects so you can inform, educate, and entertain them (remember that
from above?!)
Another semi-unrelated but quite still beneficial point of blogging is that regularly posting to a
blog helps with search engine optimization (SEO). Without getting too technical here, search engines love
fresh content and so when you post new information to your blog, the search engines keep coming back to
take a look and this helps with your web site ranking. That’s as technical as I dare get here!
While blogging is a good strategy in and of itself, they become even more powerful when you use
Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn to promote your blog!
And with No Hassle Social Media I give you everything you need to post to your blog and
promote it on Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn! I even give you video scripts … but I’m getting ahead of
myself!

I’ve been following Jim on Facebook and Twitter and his entertaining videos through his
Newsletter Guru TV video site for almost three years now.
His strategy of continuously giving content and teaching his ‘friends’ and ‘followers’ is
inspiring and a big reason why Jim so effortlessly overcomes the know, like, and trust
hurdle that we all have to overcome! I know social media marketing works because I
became a client!
I suggest following Jim and highly endorse his programs.
David Frees
Founder, Success Technologies
www.successtechnologies.com/blog

Let’s face it - as entrepreneurs, we’re already wearing many other hats and when push comes to
shove, any new ideas always seems to get pushed to the back burner or worse yet, completely off the
stove!
If this has been your experience, and what’s been holding you back, I have great news for you!

The Easiest and Best Way to Boost Your Profits and Get
More Customers For Life Just Got a Whole Lot Easier!

With your membership in No Hassle Social Media you’ll have immediate access to over 5,000
articles and ‘ready-to-use’ blog posts, Facebook posts, Twitter tweets, LinkedIn updates, and
engaging video scripts - all designed to keep your customers and prospects (known as your followers
and friends!) engaged and entertained across all forms of social media!
And the best part is, I’ve created No Hassle Social Media to be such a complete “Done-for-You”
program, your business can profit from the many enormous benefits of social media marketing in less
than two hours per week, and much of that can be done by others!

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY: If you’re a coach, consultant, social media marketing manager,
or marketing guru to your own customers, you should take a look at my No Hassle Social Media
Master Reseller program. In addition to using No Hassle Social Media to promote your own
business, Master Resellers can also sell my content (and custom articles!) to your own customers
for prices you choose! Also, Master Resellers get an even better price on the Custom Article
Generator so you can provide custom articles to your clients, and charge a nice fee, while only
paying my low, low Master Reseller rate! NOTE: You can watch a free webinar on the master
reseller opportunity at www.HigherProfitsWebinars.com.

In the six months since meeting Jim Palmer, I’ve subscribed to his newsletter, become a
Facebook fan and have enjoyed many episodes of Newsletter Guru TV.
Jim is an excellent marketer and savvy businessman. In an age where these mediums
are being dominated by the youth of today, Jim is an example of what is possible to us
baby boomers who want to take our business to the next level!
Jim has skillfully used social media marketing to capture his audience, grow his
business and mentor and coach his clients. Working with Jim, I’ve learned the power of
video and the importance of having a social media marketing strategy in place to stay
competitive in today’s marketplace.
Susie Miller, MA, MDiv
Life Success Strategist & Wellness Coach
www.susiemiller.com

Well, I think that about covers everything I wanted to say in this report. I’m truly happy to share
what I’ve learned about the power of social media.
.
You might be wondering how I came up with the title of this report, and specifically the term
social media pansy. Well, to be candid, my belief and faith in social media marketing is so strong, and the
empirical evidence as to the effectiveness of social media marketing, from a large number of sources, is
just so overwhelming, the only conclusion that I can come up with as to why a company would not
market and grow their business using social media, is that they’re simply being social media pansies!
So, now it’s up to you, what you do with the information I’ve shared in this report is entirely your
decision. Only you can take action to:
 Get and keep more customers now.
 To build healthier, stronger relationships with your customers, clients, and prospects.
 Boost your profits by doing more repeat and referral business, with your current customers!

I’ll conclude this report with a challenge. I challenge you to start, or re-start your social media
campaign now and don’t stop.
Now go do it, and don’t be a social media pansy!

I wish you much success growing your business with social media!

Jim Palmer – The Newsletter Guru
P.S. Be sure to check out my free Webinar “How to Build a More Profitable Business with Social Media
Marketing. Register today at www.HigherProfitsWebinars.com
www.HigherProfitsWebinars.com.

P.S.S. Be sure to check out the best “Done-for-You” Social media content program at
www.NoHassleSocialMedia.com.

